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Basic Formulas in Excel

Understanding formulas
• Formulas are placed into cells whenever you want Excel to add, subtract,

multiply, divide or do other mathematical calculations.

• The formula should be placed in the cell where the result of the calculation
is to appear.

• Place the formula by clicking in the appropriate cell and typing it in.

• Many formulas look very much like you would write them on paper with the
exception of the location of the equal sign. For example, to add the contents
of cells D2, D3 and D4, click in cell D5 (or wherever you wish the result of
the calculation to appear) and type =D2+D3+D4.

• All formulas start with an equal sign. This indicates that the cell selected
will be equal to the result of a specified calculation. For example, clicking in
a cell and typing =A1+A2 means that the value of the cell you selected will
equal the value of cell A1 plus the value of cell A2. Similarly, clicking in a
cell and typing =B3-C3 means that the value of the cell selected will equal
the value of cell B3 minus the value of cell C3.

• Formulas can be simple or complex. If your formula contains multiple steps
however, see the section on mathematical precedence below.

Why use cell names in formulas instead of actual numbers?

When cell names are used in a formula instead of actual numbers, the
calculation is based on whatever value is in those cells at any given time. The
calculation will always be correct, even if the contents of the cells that are being
calculated changes. In fact, formulas are often added to cells BEFORE there are
any numbers to calculate. For example, a spreadsheet for the family budget can be
created in January for the entire year ahead. As monthly expenditures are added,
the totals will continually update to reflect the changes.

Formula Basics
• Remember to enter the formula in the cell where you want the result of the

calculation to appear.

• Always start with an =

• Formulas do not contain any spaces.
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• Use the following mathematical operators: (The examples below use 8 as the
value in cell A1 and 2 as the value in cell B1)

Addition..........+ ...... example:  =A1+B1  (results in 10)

Subtraction......- ....... example:  =A1-B1  (results in 6)

Multiplication..*....... example:  =A1*B1  (results in 16)

Division.........../........ example:  =A1/B1  (results in 4)

Exponentiation.^....... example:  =A1^2  (results in 64)

• When you have finished entering the formula click on the green checkmark
on the formula bar. Once you have done so, the cell will display the result of
the formula’s calculation while the formula bar will continue to display the
formula. Moving to or clicking into another cell will also allow the result of
the calculation to show in the cell.

• To display the result of your formula as a percentage, click in the cell with
the formula and press the % icon on the toolbar.

• NOTE: If your formula involves multiple steps, remember that the rules of
mathematical precedence apply. Calculations will be done in the following
order:

1. Any calculation enclosed in parenthesis

2. Exponentiation

3. Multiplication and division

4. Addition and subtraction

For example: If cell A1=8, cell B1=2 and cell C1=3, then =A1+B1*C1
would result in an answer of 14. (B1 multiplied by C1 with the result added
to A1.) If the formula is changed to =(A1+B1)*C1, A1 would first be added
to B1, and the result would be multiplied by C1, giving an answer of 30.

Range Names

Any group of cells that are right next to each other in a column or row, or
together in a block is called a range. Cell ranges are referred to by name just as
individual cells are. To write a range name start with the name of the first cell in
the range, add a colon, then add the name of the last cell. For example, the range of
cells including A1, B1, C1, D1, E1 and F1 would be written as A1:F1. The colon
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indicates that you are referring to cells A1 and F1 and all the cells that fall between
them.

Sometimes formulas need to be applied to a range of cells, such as when you
need to add up a long column of numbers. Typing in each individual cell name
would be tedious and time consuming. In many cases, you can use the range name
with a specialized formula known as a function rather than listing the names of
each individual cell.

Using functions

Excel has many pre-defined formulas known as functions. Listed below are
some of the more common functions that perform calculations on cell ranges. (All
the examples use the range A1:G1 as an example)

=SUM(A1:G1)............... Adds together all the cells in the range

=PRODUCT(A1:G1) ..... Multiplies all the cells in the range

=AVERAGE(A1:G1)..... Averages all the cells in the range

=MEDIAN(A1:G1)........ Returns the median value in the range

=MODE(A1:G1)............ Returns the most frequently occurring value in the range

=MAX(A1:G1).............. Returns the maximum value within the range

=MIN(A1:G1) ............... Returns the minimum value within the range

=COUNT(A1:G1).......... Returns the number of cells in the range that contain
numerical values. This is most often used in combination
with other functions to perform more complicated
calculations.

Adding cell names to formulas and functions by clicking

As a timesaver, cell or range names can be added to formulas by clicking on
them with the mouse, or moving to them with the arrow keys on the keyboard. For
example, to add together cells A1 and B1, move to C1 (or wherever you want the
result of the calculation to appear) and type the =. Then use the mouse to click in
A1, type the +, click in B1, and hit the enter key. Excel inserts a cell name into the
formula each time you click on one. To insert a range name rather than individual
cell names, type =, enter the appropriate function (SUM, AVERAGE etc.) and add
the beginning parenthesis. Click in the first cell in the range and drag it to the last
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cell in the range. Excel will automatically insert the range name into the function.
Hit the enter key to finish.

Auto Sum
Because adding up long columns of numbers is so common in spreadsheets,

Excel provides a special shortcut, called AutoSum, right on the toolbar.

• To use AutoSum, all the cells to be added together should be right next to
each other in a row, column or block.

• Auto Sum works the best when the cell containing the formula is right below
or right next to the cells being added.

• To use AutoSum, click in the cell where the sum is to appear, then click on
the AutoSum icon on the toolbar. Excel will draw a dotted line box around
the cells that it thinks you are trying to add up. If the box includes the correct
cells, either click the green check on the formula bar, or hit the enter key.
Excel will automatically insert the SUM function with the correct range
name into the cell.

• If the box does not enclose the correct cells, simply click in the first cell of
the correct range and drag the mouse to the last cell in the range. The box
will be redrawn around the cells you select. Hit the enter key or the green
check on the toolbar to finish.

Copying formulas and functions

• If you want to apply the same type of formula as an existing one to a similar
group of cells, the original formula can sometimes be copied into a new cell.

• To copy a formula, click in the cell that contains the formula you wish to
copy, then choose “Edit” à “Copy” from the menu bar. Next, click in the
cell where the formula is to be copied to and choose “Edit” à “Paste”. (If
the cell you wish to copy the formula into is right next to the original cell,
you can also move the mouse to the small black square at the bottom right
corner of the cell with the formula. Your cursor will change to a small black
+.  Once you see the +, drag with the mouse over to the cell you wish the
formula to be copied to.)
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Understanding how formulas are copied
When you copy a formula, excel does not copy the cell or range names in

the original formula. Instead, excel remembers where those cells where in relation
to the cell where the formula resides. For example: cell A5 contains a formula that
adds up cells A1, A2, A3 and A4. Once that formula is copied, Excel remembers
the original formula as adding up the four cells directly above the cell with the
formula. When that formula is pasted into cell B5, Excel inserts the names of the
four cells directly above B5. This is called a relational reference.

Absolute references
In the example below, the formula in cell B10 is =B1-B8. (The amount

allowed in the monthly budget minus the amount actually spent that month.) If you
copy this formula into cell C10, the formula will be changed to =C1-C8 (the cell 9
spaces above the formula minus the cell 2 spaces above the formula.) This would
be incorrect since cell C1 is an empty cell.  In this case, the formula to be copied
needs an absolute reference – a reference to a cell that will not change when
copied.

To insert an absolute reference, add $ before both the letter and the number
of the cell that is to remain unchanged when copied. In the example above, =B1-
B8 would be changed to =$B$1-B8. When this new formula is copied, Excel will
keep B1 as B1 and change only the B8 to the cell that is in the same place in
relation to the cell with the formula. In this example, the copied formula would
become =$B$1-C8.
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Troubleshooting and error messages
• ####### appears in a cell: If a cell is filled with pound signs, it means

that the number that is supposed to be in the cell is too big for the space
provided. To correct this, simply resize the column that the cell is in.

• You’ve typed in a formula but only the formula itself displays in the
cell, not the result of the calculation: Make sure you started the formula
with an equals sign (=).

• You’ve typed in a formula and #NAME! appears in the cell: Excel
doesn’t understand the function name. Check your function name and its
spelling.

• You’ve typed in a formula and #DIV/0 appears in the cell: This error
message appears when you enter a division formula but the cell that
contains the divisor is either blank or a zero.

• You’ve typed in a formula and #VALUE! appears in the cell: Occurs
when the wrong type of argument or operand is used. For example,
entering text where a number is called for, or putting a range name in a
function that requires a single value.


